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Figure 1: Atmospherics and fluid simulation were used extensively inLotG. c©Warner Bros. All rights reserved.

Abstract

Volumetric effects have become a mainstay of the visual effects
community over the past decade. With many third-party solutions
available, what are the benefits and challenges of creating apropri-
etary system? We outlineSnap, Animal Logic’s grid-based simu-
lation and volumetric rendering framework used inLegend of the
Guardians: The Owls of Ga’Hoole (LotG)andSucker Punch (SP).

1 Production Motivation and Experiences

When assessing the effects requirements forLotG it was clear that
existing in-house and third-party fluid simulation systemswould
not meet the scale and turnaround requirements for a number of
important sequences, such as the climactic bush fire sequence (see
fig. 1). Additionally, as the sky would be the stage for much of
the film’s action, efficient, directable procedural atmospheric ef-
fects would be required.

Development began with the relatively simple problem of creating
procedural volume modeling tools for cloud and fog effects along
with the necessary preview and rendering infrastructure.Snapwas
then augmented with disk-based caching and a modular set of algo-
rithms for large-scale grid-based fluid simulation.

2 Overview

Snap is a plugin for ALF, Animal Logic’s proprietary multi-
threaded node-based computation framework.ALF can be used
standalone or embedded insideMaya(among other environments).
Snapsimulation rigs may be created using theMaya Hypergraph,
with realtime feedback through theMayaviewport.

Production quality simulations may be executed locally or on the
render farm, distributed across any number of machines while
maintaining a unified solve. Simulation caches and procedural rigs
can then be rendered using PRMan (another environment where
ALF can be embedded).

3 Benefits

The node-based nature ofSnap, compared to a monolithic black-
box solution, allows a great deal of flexibility when creating rigs.
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Many production requests were fulfilled simply with a combination
of existing nodes, without requiring additional development.

Having complete control over the code-base allows for rapidturn-
around of bug fixes and new features, e.g. support for wavelettur-
bulence [Kim et al. 2008] was added through the addition of a single
new node in combination with several existing nodes.

There are a number of third-party libraries available whichcan
greatly accelerate the process of creating a distributed grid-based
simulation framework. ForLotGandSPthe distributed simulations
made use ofPETSc[Balay et al. 2011] to manage the decomposi-
tion of the simulation and perform the incompressible solve.

4 Challenges

Computational Fluid Dynamics, including the subset of techniques
normally used to produce computer generated imagery, require con-
siderable domain specific knowledge. Also, while creating asimple
fluid simulation prototype is relatively straight-forward, creating a
production ready solution which provides the user with enough cre-
ative tools takes time. IfALF did not already exist, it is questionable
if the decision to createSnapwould have been made.

5 Next Steps

Our experience withSnapin its first set of productions has been that
the ability to modify and extend any and all aspects of the frame-
work is invaluable. Integration with otherALF-based tools is an
area of active development, e.g.Snapinteroperability withNexus,
our particle-based simulation framework. Only by having complete
ownership of a code-base are such opportunities available.
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